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Although born on different continents and
at different times in the 20th Century, the
two main characters in SOFIAS STORY,
THE SHATTERED SEEDS have a
commonality both are writers and both are
immigrants to America. The novel opens in
2008. Thirty-something Janene McDeenon,
a writer/editor of a magazine in Atlanta, is
traveling to Pittsburgh to interview a
famous writer, Sofia Blackburn-Anderson
(pen named Sophie Simon) for an article
on Adoption in America that she is writing
for a magazine. Sofia established the
largest chain of worldwide adoption
centers for needy children, W.O.O.Q
(World Organization of Quilts) and Janene
found her during her research on the
internet. Orphaned in infancy in S.
Vietnam and adopted by a loving American
couple in 1972, Janene is the mixed race
daughter of a Vietnamese woman and an
African American soldier. She hopes the
current assignment will also help in her
personal search to find her biological
family, especially her Vietnamese mother.
Raised in Atlanta, she had little contact
with others of her race. On the other hand,
Sofia was born in Berlin in 1919 and raised
with the many traditions of her German
family. Once married to a Nazi Officer in
an arranged marriage, she ran away from
her evil husband in 1944, a flight that
shattered her life, taking away everyone
and
everything
she
ever
loved.
Consequently, she denounced all ties to her
heritage, vowing never again to
acknowledge that she was a German.
Strangers, Sofia sets the tone for Janenes
interview by reciting one story after
another about her life, including the fact
that she believes that Janene is actually her
long lost granddaughter. Janene doesnt
know what to believe, but as she listens to
Sofia recite stories as if she is reading them
from a script, she forms a bond that
transpires Time and the distance of three
continents. Sofia asks Janene to be her
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guest at her mansion and the meeting
becomes a weekend of marathon story
telling in which Janene also shares hopes
and aspirations for the future, including
finding her Vietnamese mother. Sofia
promises to help Janene in her search. In ill
health and facing death, Sofia secretly
hopes to find the proper disposition for the
one item in her vast estate she values most,
her beloved Omas quilt. The quilt is her
only relic of her German heritage and, after
many years of denying it, she wants to put
her affairs in order before she dies and
embrace her German roots one last time.
Please visit the authors website for more
information http://www.clugallagher.com
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MAURA (CLU) GALLAGHER, AUTHOR - AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY A MEMORY FOR MIRRY: THE
SCATTERED SEEDS TALES FROM THE GREAT III We are a country of immigrants and every family has a story to
tell. Sofias Story - 7 Results She made her beloved first novel, Shattered Seeds: Sofias Story the first volume in the
Collection by rewriting it and titling it, ANEW (SOFIAS Shattered Seeds:Sofias Story by Clu Gallagher Reviews :
Sofias Story: The Shattered Seeds (9781495446139 Oct 5, 2016 [Historical-fiction Book] ? Shattered Seeds:Sofias
Story PDF by Clu Gallagher ? eBook or Kindle ePUB free. Shattered Seeds:Sofias Story. A MEMORY FOR MIRRY:
THE SCATTERED SEEDS TALES FROM ANEW (Sofias Story) is the first book in the authors series, THE . She
made her beloved first novel, Shattered Seeds: Sofias Story the first volume in the The Shattered Seeds by Gallagher,
Maura -Paperback - eBay Shattered Seeds: Sofias Story Special Edition II. 315This is the second edition of the
original first published in March 2011 after achieving the standing of Maura/Clu Gallagher, Author - Home
Facebook Stories and Chronicles Clarice Lispector My composure shattered like a broken doll. I am going to tell a
story, he said, and you will write a composition. he started to plant seeds in his poor little yard he planted so much,
reaped Everything there was extensive and wide, made for the long The Misfortunes of Sofia 1 7. Anew: The
Scattered Seeds Tales From The Great Melting Pot Sofia Gunter overcame lifes adversities by clinging to her
traditional German values, but, after the Third . Shattered Seeds: Sofias Story Is an excellent story. Sofias Story: :
Maura Gallagher: Fremdsprachige Bucher By drying her tail she regains her legs and stories follow her adventuresas
she attempts to encompass her new abilities and keep, as best she can, her secret The Scattered Seeds Tales from the
Great Melting - Sofias Story Paperback. If heirloom seeds are shattered before planting, they will never grow.
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MAURA/CLU GALLAGHER draws a comparison of the garden spiritofakyriedocnaie: [Historical-fiction Book] ?
Shattered Seeds Buy Shattered Seeds: Sofias Story: Collectors Edition on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders.
Maura (Clu) Gallagher LinkedIn Aug 3, 2013 Oracle of Seasons Text Dump Seeds scattered across Life begins
anew when birds carry this, the. Seed. Shattered seeds: sofias story by clu. : SOFIAS STORY, THE SHATTERED
SEEDS eBook From Book 1: When heirloom seeds are shattered prematurely, no amount of her first manuscript, THE
SHATTERED SEEDS: SOFIAS STORY (March 2011). Shattered Seeds: Sofias Story: Collectors Edition: Maura
Clu Sofias Story Paperback. If heirloom seeds are shattered before planting, they will never grow. MAURA/CLU
GALLAGHER draws a comparison of the garden The Foreign Legion: Stories and Chronicles - Google Books
Result If heirloom seeds are shattered before planting, they will never grow. MAURA/CLU GALLAGHER draws a
comparison of the garden variety of seeds to the : Maura Gallagher: Books, Biography, Blog If heirloom seeds are
shattered before planting, they will never grow. MAURA/CLU GALLAGHER draws a comparison of the garden variety
of seeds to the : SOFIAS STORY, THE SHATTERED SEEDS eBook: Maura Gallagher, Kathleen Sukalac, CLU
GALLAGHER: Kindle Store. Sofias Story - Maura Gallagher - Google Books It is the newly structured version of my
debut novel, SHATTERED SEEDS:SOFIAS STORY released in 2011. I plan on releasing the second edition in the
Images for Sofias Story: The Shattered Seeds 6 Results Kindle Edition. Anew, The Scattered Seeds: $4.99. Kindle
Edition. Sofias Story: The Shattered Seeds. Paperback. SHATTERED SEEDS: Kindle Edition. The Athenaeum Google Books Result March/April 2015 Sofia Samatar, Rosamund Hodge, Ellen Klages, Maria of golden sound that
slip into mouths like seeds like smooth wet stone so eager in A fullness that has our eyes rounding in surprise, the black
pool in our belly shattered. In return, oh, stories of monsters, winged and lovely, scalecoiled round The Scattered
Seeds Book Series: Sep 5, 2011 Shattered Seeds has 2 reviews. Betty said: Janene McDeenon has had a wonderful life
with her adoptive parents but after the death of her : Anew: The Scattered Seeds Tales from the Great Kidney Beans
Sofias Bulbs Lavender Savoys Cabbage Layering Saxifrage Cactus Lecks Scarlet Runner Calceolarias Leptosiphons
Beans Californian Annuals Lettuce Seeds Cann H. MAXWELL, Esq. Author of Stories of Waterloo. the nervously
delicate, even to the most shattered constitution, Eas acquire the : Maura (Clu) Gallagher: Books, Biography, Blog
When asked about her inspiration for THE SHATTERED SEEDS: SOFIAS STORY, she shared that, at the time, she
thought that it was certainly amazing that Shattered Seeds: &#034Sofia&#039s Story&#034 Special - eBay
BookTitle: The Shattered Seeds, Author: By Gallagher, Maura SHATTERED SEEDS: SOFIAS STORY first published
in 2011 after it went to the Quarter Finals The Scattered Seeds Tales from the Great Melting - Sofias Story
Paperback. This is the authors current edition of her debut novel, SHATTERED SEEDS:SOFIAS STORY,
self-published for the first time 20 March Internet Drama and Mystery Television Series, 1996-2014 - Google Books
Result Although born on different continents and at different times in the 20th Century, the two main characters in
SOFIAS STORY, THE SHATTERED SEEDS have a Sofias Story - The novel is a new edition of the authors debut
novel, SHATTERED SEEDS: SOFIAS STORY (2011). It is a stand-alone novel and not sequential. Shattered
Seeds:Sofias Story by Clu Gallagher by Clu Gallagher Shattered Seeds has 8 ratings and 2 reviews. Alice said:
Loved the book, until the end when the author felt the need to tie everything up into a happy li Uncanny Magazine
Issue Three: March/April 2015 - Google Books Result From Book 1: When heirloom seeds are shattered prematurely,
no amount of her first manuscript, THE SHATTERED SEEDS: SOFIAS STORY (March 2011). SS-SS by her
Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs, Lists In the month of April 2011, I self published my first novel: SHATTERED
SEEDS: SOFIAS STORY. In honor of that sixth year anniversary, I am offering a FREE
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